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ABSTRACT: 
 
Croatia is a transition country with the prospect of joining the European Union, the 
biggest challenge for the country since the war for independence (1991-1995). Much of 
the manufacturing sector disappeared during that period and only the most efficient 
companies survived and managed to cope with the abrupt disappearance of the ex-
Yugoslav market. Having lost part of their “domestic market” as a result of the war, 
Croatian companies need to focus more than ever on achieving competitive advantage 
which would ensure a necessary market share. We argue that Supply Chain Management 
(SCM) can be a source of competitive advantage for Croatian companies. Engaging in 
supply chain networks will enable Croatian companies to compete on an equal basis with 
foreign competitors. In order to do so, we argue that Supply Chain Management should 
be raised to a strategic level so the focus of our study would be the strategic aspects of 
SCM. Our study is based on a research of Supply Chain Management practices in 
Croatia. According to indirect parameters, the research shows that 14.54% of the 
surveyed companies have adopted SCM practices. The research also proved that the most 
important barrier to SCM implementation is the connection of strategic issues and SCM 
practices.  
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Introduction: 
 
Deming and Juran started the “quality revolution” but insisted on the involvement of 
senior level management. As they did not find the audience for their assumptions in the 
US they went to Japan. The result is well-known – high-quality, cheaper Japan 
automobiles overflowed the US market (Evans, 2005, p.8). Do we have to wait for the 
similar mistake to recognize the strategic importance of supply chain management? It is 
known that TQM, Six Sigma, ISO and other improvement techniques have to be backed 
up by the highest executives of the company in order to generate results. And yet so little 
has been written on strategic aspects of supply chain management (Bechtel and Jayaram, 
1997). 
Defee and Stank (2005, p. 28) definitely state that companies that invested heavily in 
efficient business approaches like business reengineering and the like, soon discovered 
that those methods are easily copied by competitors and that such performance advantage 
does not last long.  
Most accomplished scholars in supply chain management like Bowersox et al. (2002), 
Metzner (2004), Lambert (2004) do actually state in their recent textbooks that supply 
chain management is a strategic level concept. 
What is supply chain management and why is it a strategic concept? First of all, supply 
chain management is concerned with smooth transition of products from the raw material 
to the final customer. It is not logistics, because logistics is concerned with either 
supplying the incoming material or the delivery of finished products. The smooth 
transition of products from inputs to final product can be achieved by vertical integration. 
But can such gigantic companies sustain their positions in the rapidly changing 
marketplace, with ever cheaper products from China, Japan and Taiwan? The answer is 
clearly no! 
So where is the strategic meaning of supply chain management? It lies in partnerships of 
word class companies engaged in the network, each performing its part of operations in 
the creation of the value of the final product. A partnership is hard to copy and creates 
synergic effects raising the value of the final product. This is a known fact, but why is it 
so hard to achieve? Metzner (2004, p.68) states that only 10 to 30% of relationships 
between companies are true partnerships. Jütter (2005, p. 127) clearly states that risk in 
supply chains increases and that this increase comes from interactions between 
organizations. In her research she found that performance improvement and competitive 
advantage can be achieved with SCM, but this also raises the risk exposure (Jütter, 2005, 
p. 133). 
The first objective of this empirical study conducted in Croatia was to identify the state of 
supply chain management practices in Croatia. The results show that SCM is present in 
Croatian companies, but more has to be done and they also clearly show that it is 
considered as a strategic issue.   
 
Methodology: 
When starting the research on SCM practice in Croatia, the main aim was to identify the 
existence of those practices. To our surprise, 14.54% of the surveyed companies have 
adopted SCM practices, and we gained some insights as to where to look for obstacles to 
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a wider use of these practices. The study is horizontal, that is, respondents were asked 
how they deal with direct suppliers and customers, what is their source of knowledge and 
if they communicate with 2nd tier suppliers and buyers.  
The lists of the companies were obtained from The National Chamber of Commerce. We 
selected top 793 Croatian production firms ranked by profits. A pack was sent containing 
the letter asking the top executives to participate and support the study, a brochure 
explaining the main concepts and benefits of supply chain management implementation, 
the questionnaire and an envelope for returning the answers. The questionnaire focused 
on communication tools and techniques, current level of IT usage and, finally, supply 
chain management implementation and integration. Respondents were also asked to value 
the usefulness of the questionnaire. We collected 142 answers, representing a response 
rate of 17.90%, much above the Croatian average for similar studies. The high level of 
the response rate and the expressed interest of most of the companies in obtaining the 
results of the survey prove the rightfulness+ of the research.  
 
Description of the sample: 
According to the Croatian classification, firms which have more than 250 employees are 
considered big companies, from 50 to 249 employees medium-sized companies and those 
with 1-49 employees are considered small companies. Out of 142 surveyed companies, 
36.00% are big companies, 46.00% medium-sized companies and the rest (18.00%) are 
small companies. 4.23% are multinational companies, 19.01% are branches of 
multinational companies, and 76.76% are Croatian companies. The companies’ annual 
revenues are distributed as follows: 8.51% earn less than 2m € and are considered small 
firms. The range of 2-13 m € is considered to be of medium size, which accounts for 
62.41% of the surveyed companies. Revenues above 13 m € represent 29.08% of our 
sample and we code them as big companies (8.51% of the companies have revenues in 
excess of 100 m €). Industry sectors present in the research are structured as follows: 
 
Figure 1: Covered industries 
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The results show that the top three sectors are represented by food, beverages and 
tobacco industry (17.61%), metal and metal processing, i.e. the so-called heavy industry 
(16.20%) and by the production of electrical and optical devices industry (14.08%). Out 
of the total number of the surveyed firms, 25.35% produce industrial goods, 65.55% 
consumer goods and the rest (9.15%) produce both industrial and consumer goods. 
In large companies more than one person completed the questionnaire. Out of the total 
number of persons completing the questionnaire, 42% were from the top level 
management, followed by purchasing with 15%, sales 15%, marketing 9%, operations 
8%, R&D 5% and other functions 6%.  
 
Figure 2: Percentage of the respondents profiles 
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The large percentage of responses from top level management obtained on the basis of 
open-ended questions, gave us a great source of knowledge on practical problems 
implementing SCM in Croatia. 
 
 
Literature review: 
According to Defee and Stank (2005, p. 32) there are three reasons why strategic aspect 
of supply chain management is underexplored. Firs, supply chain management is a 
relatively new concept and the abundant literature on the subject is dealing with 
describing what supply chain management phenomenon actually is. The rapidly evolving 
nature of the phenomenon has proven to be a difficult challenge for scholars to 
understand, predict and control with any measure of consistency. Second, this is a 
dynamic process of entering and exiting the network. Finally, much of the literature on 
supply chain management is limited to description of the process steps themselves and 
not linked to strategy or decision making. 
 
In a research based on a focus group opinion, Jütter (2005, p. 134) lists six contemporary 
supply chain strategy elements: 

(1) The globalization of supply chains 
(2) Reduction of inventory holding 
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(3) Centralized distribution 
(4) Reduction of the supplier base 
(5) Outsourcing 
(6) Centralized production 

 
Similar arguments are given by Tan et al. (2005, p. 616). Because the product life cycle 
shrinks and global competition intensifies, manufacturers outsource non-strategic 
activities to focus on their core competences. Consequently, many firms outsource non-
core activities and reduce their supply base so that they can more effectively manage 
relationships with the strategic few. 
Each of these elements will be addressed in the results we provide.  
 
Cousins (2005, p. 404) describes “modes of collaboration” and these are classified into 
three broad areas and supported by the empirical research. First, operational 
collaboration; collaboration based on sharing information on operations planning, 
forecasting, order management and scheduling. Secondly, marketing collaboration; this 
construct is concerned with defining how collaboration mechanisms can improve the 
marketing position of the firm. The construct is based on sharing merchandising, co-
branding and joint selling. Finally, strategic collaboration; this focuses on sharing 
customer requirements, basic technology exchange, new product development, new 
market entry and capital expenditure planning.  In this paper we will specifically analyse 
this strategic collaboration. Cousins (2005, p. 406) results on strategic collaboration are 
as follows: 
 
Table 1: Cousin’s factor analysis results for strategic issues in SCM 
Strategic collaboration (α=0.78) Factor loadings 
Joint new product development 0.797 
Sharing basic technologies 0.785 
Shared production engineering 0.710 
Align customer requirements 0.441 
Work together to enable new market entry 0.435 
Develop joint capital expenditure plans 0.401 
 
Let us first briefly consider some Supply Chain Management definitions: Cooper et al. 
(1997), Christopher and Towill (2002) and Christopher and Ryals (1999), for example, 
highlight SCM as the integration of key business processes across the supply chain for 
the purpose of adding value for customers and stakeholders. This definition is further 
supported by research emerging from The Global Supply Chain Forum at The Ohio State 
University (Lambert, 2004). Mentzer (2001, p. 18) considers SCM to be “the systemic, 
strategic coordination of the traditional business functions within a particular company 
and across businesses within the supply chain, for the purposes of improving the long-
term performance of the individual companies and the supply chain as a whole”. 
Bowersox et al. (2002) state that SCM consists of firms collaborating to leverage 
strategic positioning and improve operating efficiency. 

Each definition presented above emphasizes the collaborative, multi-firm nature of 
supply chain arrangements. The key issue in a successful supply chain management is the 
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alignment of strategies of the partners in the chain. That does not mean that their 
strategies have to be the same, but the strategies have to be complementary across 
companies (Defee and Stank, 2005, p. 33). Rodrigues et al. (2004, p. 65) explain that the 
integration in a supply chain system enables a company to compensate for its weaknesses 
and/or resource constraints by linking with other companies having offsetting strengths, 
thereby allowing all companies to apply their resources toward areas that are seen as 
important.  

Two main Porter’s strategies - differentiation and low cost - would imply that a company 
manufacturing a high-quality product would seek partners for inbound and outbound 
logistics that also differentiate from competition by providing high-quality service, such 
as on-time delivery, consistent delivery and on-shelf availability. In contrast, a low-cost 
strategy will tend to attract companies with a similar strategy. Boer et al. (2005, p. 144) 
explicitly prove that when mixed those strategies do not show any synergic effects.  
 
Everything looks very simple as described so far. However, it is not. According to Defee 
and Stank (2005, p. 34), the main obstacle is to find partners that share mutual beliefs and 
the value of the supply chain as a competitive differentiation mechanism. If these are 
found, will this relationship last to mutual benefit? The other major problem is the power 
of the focal company. It appears that chains are usually formed around a big “focal” 
company. This might be a big producer or a large mega store, or any company that has 
power and influence in the region. If this focal company does not use its power to the 
disadvantage of others, the chain will realize synergy and add value to the products. This 
will result in increased sales and all the partners will benefit. If not, there will be no 
added value in the chain. 
For effective decision making at any level, including the highest level of organization, 
information has to be available, timely and in usable format. The research shows that 
companies involved in successful supply chain management have strong information 
technology base. However, large investments in information technology do not guarantee 
success in supply chain management and neither does it guarantee profitability of the 
company (Shoulab, 2002, p. 19, Chopra and Mendel, 2004, p. 397, Cochon and Lariviere, 
2000, p.16). Shere (2005, p. 77) reports that between 1999 and 2002, vendors sold more 
than 15 billion $ of SCM software licenses, the amount not including installation and 
maintenance. On the other side, research from Booz Allen Hamilton and Forrester 
Research surveys showed 45-50% disappointment with the software. Senior managers 
(75%) in Shere’s research mention lack of trust for effective collaboration Shere (2005, p. 
81). 
 
Partnerships and collaboration: 
The literature on inter-firm relationships has grown consistently over the past few years. 
Academics and practitioners have realised that in order for firms to become flexible, 
adaptable and efficient, they must focus their resources on managing the supply process 
(Steudel and Desruelle, 1992). This approach has led to firms operating strategies such as 
outsourcing (Baden-Fuller et al., 2000; Chase, 1998; Kakabadse and Kakabadse, 2002; 
Wilcox et al., 1995), supplier delegation (Cousins, 1999) and supplier tiers (Lamming, 
1993). The implementation of these strategies has caused dramatic changes in the nature 
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of relationships between firms. Firms appear to be moving from a traditionally 
widespread range of suppliers towards a much narrower (smaller) amount of “mega” 
suppliers. This movement has caused buyer organisations to become much more 
dependent upon their suppliers and vice versa (Cousins, 2002; Stuart, 1996; Tan et al., 
1999; Venkatesan, 1992; Wagner et al., 2002). This in turn means that inter-
organisational relationships have become much more complex. 
 
 
Results of the study: 
We will first briefly discuss the basic findings regarding the implementation practices of 
supply chain management, then we will specifically focus on strategic issues and, finally, 
we will go back to the question of partnerships. 
 
We asked what are the main necessary changes needed for the implementation to take 
place. 
 
Table 2. Necessary changes for successful SCM implementation 
Change  
Information system must be changed 43.09%
Employees have to be educated 41.46%
Change of communication with customers and suppliers 41.46%
Organizational changes are necessary 38.21%
Greater team work 34.96%
Need for change in the way of thinking and decision making of top management 33.33%
Change of top level executive responsibility 12.20%
Put extra pressure on workers 4.88%
No changes needed 4.07%
 
One would think that our respondents think that a SCM licence would solve all the 
problems, yet, this is not the case. The in-depth analysis of IT coverage of basic tasks is 
very low, which is why it is not surprising that the IT change ranks highest.   
The perceived obstacles for SCM implementation are presented in Table 3. 
 
Table 3. The perceived obstacles for SCM implementation 
Obstacles  

Organizational culture 40.65%
Communication with other companies 32.52%
Leadership 30.08%

Lack of employee knowledge 25.20%
Infrastructure 24.39%
Lack of specific knowledge 21.95%
High costs of integration 13.01%
 
Asked about their opinion on how long the integration in the supply chain could take, the 
majority of the respondents (46.72%) think that this can be done  in two to three years. A 
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large percentage of respondents could not estimate the time needed (22.29%). 11.48% 
state that their integration can take place in less than a year, and a small percentage 
(6.40%) think it could take 4-6 years. Interestingly, only 13.11% see integration as a 
continuous process. We believed we would get a higher percentage because constant 
effort needs to be put in partnerships. 
 
To obtain the number of companies that actually implement SCM, the following question 
was asked: “What were the benefits of your supply chain management implementation?” 
We received 15.49% answers which means that only this percentage of companies have 
actually implemented SCM. The perceived benefits are presented in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Perceived benefits of SCM 
Benefits Considerably 
Productivity improved 72.22% 
Relations with suppliers and customers improved 72.22% 
Quality of decision making improved 72.22% 
Delivery times were reduced 50.00% 
Employees costs were reduced 50.00% 
Warehouse time was reduced 50.00% 
Need for materials was reduced  33.33% 
Buyer/ customer complaints were reduced 33.33% 
Quality costs were reduced 22.22% 
Working areas were reduced 22.22% 
Reduction in extra work (overtime and rework) 16.67% 
Time for product development was reduced 16.67% 
 
 
A regression analysis was made on the variable “SCM implemented” on their usage of 
IT. A strong correlation was found r=0.45 and the ANOVA test gave F=1.45, which 
accepts our hypothesis that those involved in supply chain and practice supply chain 
management have stronger IT coverage of operations.  
 
 
The respondents were asked to scale their collaboration with partners on four factors: 
collaborative forecasting, capacity planning, inventory planning and collaborative 
scheduling. 
 
Table5: Collaborative issues 
 Overall sample Only SCM practitioners 
Collaborative forecasting 3.33 3.83 
Collaborative capacity planning 3.77 4.21 
Collaborative inventory planning 3.65 4.17 
Collaborative scheduling 3.87 4.13 
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A regression analysis was made on the variable “SCM implemented” on collaborative 
planning, forecasting, capacity usage and production scheduling. A strong correlation 
was found r=0.30 and the ANOVA test gave F= 3.781, which confirms our hypothesis 
that those involved in supply chain and practice supply chain management do have 
stronger collaboration with their partners.  
 
It is obvious from Table 5 that, on a scale from 1 to 5, those labelled “SCM 
implemented” practice more collaboration than the overall sample. However, these 
collaborations are only around 4 for those who really practice SCM principles, which 
suggests there is still room for improvement.  
 
 
Analysis of the results according to Jütter (2005, p. 134): 
 

(1) The globalization of supply chains 
Globalization of supply chains of Croatian companies and foreign suppliers or buyers is 
difficult. The main reason is foreigners’ better bargaining position and their ability to 
dictate the terms of the deal. Many inputs, especially those for metal industries, are not 
available on the Croatian market, so foreign suppliers and buyers are the only option for 
Croatian companies. The percentage of firms importing more than 20% of their inputs is 
69.48% as opposed to 13.64% who import less than 5% of their inputs. The rest of 
companies import between 6%-19% of their inputs.  
 

(2) Reduction of inventory holding 
Respondents were asked if a reduction in the inventory holding was noticed in the past 
year. The analysis was done on the total sample and on those labelled as “SCM 
implemented“. The question was of dichotomous type, that is, only yes/no answers were 
possible, which proves to be a questionable method. It might have been better if the 
respondents had been offered a possibility to scale the quantities, in other words, to 
estimate by how much the inventory had been reduced.  
 
Table 6: Reduction in inventory holding 
Reduction of inventory holding 
Overall sample (% of the total sample) 42.86%  
Only SCM (% of SCM sample)       33.33%  

 
By these numbers, we can conclude that reduction of the inventory is an overall 
phenomenon not necessarily correlated with SCM implementation. Another explanation 
might be that those who implemented SCM have a better insight and are therefore more 
realistic about their inventory holding.  
 

(3) Centralized distribution 
Interestingly, 62.98% of the total sample have their own fleet for distribution of finished 
products. Maintaining a fleet is quite expensive and it should be pointed out that large 
courier companies like DHL, City Express are present in Croatia.  
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Table 7: Own distribution fleet 
Centralized distribution 
Overall sample (% of the total sample) 62.99%  
Only SCM (% of SCM sample)       45.83%  

 
As we can see from Table 7, SCM sample also has a large percentage of own fleet. This 
suggests the tendency to keep everything centrally in the company.  
 

(4) Reduction of the supplier base 
There is no question of the reduction of the supplier base. There was a question how 
many suppliers the respondents have for the same product and the results are considered 
worrying. 94.16% of respondents have more than one supplier for the same product. It 
seems that lack of trust (or some other reason) prevents our surveyed companies to form 
collaborative partnerships with their suppliers. 
 

(5) Outsourcing 
No question in the questionnaire explicitly covered the question of outsourcing, but we 
noticed a large amount of external consultants for R&D (40.91%), and R&D partnerships 
(27.27%). Out of all the surveyed companies, 51.95% have their own R&D department. 
Even though a large number of companies is not involved in supply chains, collaboration 
with suppliers and customers is high in new product development.  New products 
represent an average of 18.89% of their product mix. It means that even though 
partnerships are not formally involved in supply chains, they do exist. 60.16% companies 
stated that they cooperate with their suppliers on new product design. 
 

(6) Centralized production 
The production is centralized. Even PLIVA, the biggest Croatian pharmaceutical 
company, has its production localized. Further evidence of centralization is high usage of 
manufacturing technologies like CAM/CAD, numerically controlled machines, robots, 
ERP systems. Another aspect of this question should also be considered. If production 
takes place in several different geographical positions, is this production centralized? 
This is obviously not the case here because all manufacturing firms are of local character 
and mostly for the local market. 
 
 
Analysis of results according to Cousins (2005, p. 406): 
 
Cousins (2005, p. 406) did a factor analysis on his sample and found that new product 
development had the highest factor loading. Our questionnaire addressed some of the 
issues presented in the following table and also encompassed some other. The 
respondents were asked to rank on a five-point scale how difficult it would be to 
implement the following SCM practices. The scale went from 1-easy to 5-most difficult. 
As it can be seen from the table, the respondents think that strategic issues, i.e. demand 
management and new product development, will be the hardest to implement.  
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Table 8: What will be the hardest to implement? 
Criticality of SCM practices Mean  St. Dev 
Demand management 3.610390 1.460794
New product development 3.493506 1.464944
Import-export management 2.948052 1.528059
Inventory management 2.941558 1.529948
Distribution management 2.831169 1.528114
Improving customer service 2.818182 1.568582
Promotion planning 2.811688 1.598577
Concurrent manufacturing 2.649351 1.609761
Warehousing 2.487013 1.600475
Transportation 2.467532 1.559091
Order processing/fulfilment 2.350649 1.597614

 
 
We also did a factor analysis to identify which process is most difficult and only demand 
management had eigenvalue more than 1. The Correlation matrix was extremely 
interesting.  
 
Table 9: Lowest correlation factors on strategic issues 
Eigenvalue factor Low correlation variable Correlation 
Demand management Promotion planning 0.338 
 Concurrent engineering 0.367 
 New product launch 0.369 
 Transportation 0.394 
 
If we compare these low correlation variables (except transportation) with Cousins’s 
(2005, p. 406) strategic collaboration factors, we see that the lowest correlations are 
found exactly on the strategic issues. Transportation is a big problem, which can be 
explained by the high percentage of companies having their own fleet. 
 
Discussion: 
In his research of 60 leading companies in the US, Lee (2004, p. 4) found that great 
supply chains are agile: they react speedily to sudden changes in demand or supply. They 
adapt over time as market structures and strategies evolve. Finally, they align the interest 
of all firms in the supply networks.  Moreover, he found that high-speed, low cost supply 
chains were unable to react to unexpected changes due to centralised manufacturing and 
distribution facilities to impost the economies of scale. In our case the alignment of 
incentives seems the biggest issue. In other words, the question is how to build a 
mutually beneficial relationship with a foreign supplier or a buyer that has a better 
bargaining position and exerts his power. Lee (2004, p. 10) suggests negotiating risk 
sharing, roles, tasks and responsibilities. In our opinion, this is the job of senior 
executives and not the job of the purchasing department any more.     
Narayanana and Raman (2004, p. 24) describe a similar problem in supply chains 
management. In their research with executives it emerged that almost all of them 
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admitted that they had not thought that incentive alignment was a problem in their supply 
chains. Narayanana and Raman claim that once the executives get past these mental 
barriers, it is relatively easy to detect incentive misalignment. Alignment of incentives is 
a structured problem-solving process that involves a great deal of human effort. 
Therefore,   Narayanana and Raman state that since the incentive alignment requires the 
understanding of marketing, manufacturing, logistics and finance, it is essential to 
involve senior management in the process.   
Finally, let us address the problem of multiple suppliers for the same product and rivalry 
that it produces. The existence of multiple suppliers has its benefit if one supplier does 
not have enough capacity or is not able to quickly adapt to some change in the market.  
Liker and Choi (2004, p. 39) claim that manufacturing-supplier relations in America have 
deteriorated and are worse now than before the quality revolution began. It seems that 
Croatian supply chains have the same problem her. Liker and Choi (2004, p. 40) propose 
the following Supplier-Partnering Hierarchy Model which we find most interesting. 
 
Figure 3: Liker and Choi (2004, p. 40) Supplier-Partnering Hierarchy Model 

 
In this paper we listed three propositions from eminent professors on how to overcome 
the problems in Croatian supply chains. As partnerships are rare even in most developed 

In our opinion this is a step-by-
step approach in developing a 
successful buyer-supplier 
relationship. 
Yet a word of caution is 
necessary: noone says it is an 
easy process. It takes an 
immense time-consuming 
dialogue between partners. 
Therefore, some companies 
source on the criterion of price 
rather than invest into long term 
relationship.  
Developing long-term 
partnerships is in fact a strategic 
decision and therefore must be 
addressed by top level 
executives, which again comes 
down to incentive alignment 
and finding partners with 
similar strategy orientations. 
 
 
 
Source: HBR (2004), Reprint No. 
R0412H 
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countries, it is not suprising that SCM practices are also rare in Croatia. Still, we find that 
SCM is a useful concept especially for less developed countries because of their lack of 
capital for investment. Implementing SCM practices is an ongoing process, which mostly 
demands human work and interaction and less capital-intensive investments. On the other 
hand, information technology is advancing at an unprecedented rate and communication 
and data transfer pose no problem even for the smallest companies.  
 
Conclusion: 
Croatia is a transition country with the prospect of joining the European Union, which is 
the biggest challenge for the country since the war for independency (1991-1995). 
Having lost part of their “domestic market” as a result of the war, Croatian companies 
need to focus more than ever on achieving competitive advantage which would ensure a 
necessary market share. We argue that Supply Chain Management (SCM) can be a source 
of competitive advantage for Croatian companies. Supply Chain Management demands 
time and human problem solving and does not rely on capital investments. 
The research also proved that the most important barrier to SCM implementation is the 
connection of strategic issues and SCM practices. This point is evident from the 
proportion of top executives answering the questionnaire and explicating their interest in 
the final results. 
Apart from the descriptive statistics showing the obstacles and benefits of implementing 
SCM practices, a large body of our work was focused on what is perceived as strategic 
issues in supply chain management. We did our analysis according to strategic questions 
proposed by Jütter (2005), and Cousins (2005). In both analyses, despite the great interest 
from top level executives, supply chain management has not been perceived as a strategic 
concern, which has resulted in lower performance. Specifically, there is a lack of 
coordination between demand management on the one side, and promotion planning and 
new product development on the other side. The question of transportation, and having 
own fleet came up also as a strategic question, which should be further explored. It is 
unclear, given that companies should outsource non-core activities, why so many 
manufacturing companies have their own distribution system.      
A factor analysis was done on the difficulty of implementing SCM practice and it 
resulted that demand management is most difficult to implement. This might be because 
the Croatian market is shrinking as new foreign competitors enter. It is not the question of 
lack of knowledge on demand management, but of a lack of initiative on the part of 
manufacturing companies to try to unite in chains and networks and compete with foreign 
companies.   
Finally, in the discussion part we presented the ideas from Lee (2004), Narayanana and 
Raman (2004) and Liker and Choi (2004) from special edition of Harvard Business 
Review,  focusing on the 21st Century Supply Chains, on how to initiate and improve 
partnerships which are necessary ingredients of Supply Chain Management.  
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